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async
Improved Performance

Zabbix async python library 
allows tasks to run 

concurrently, significantly 
improving performance by 

utilizing system resources more 
efficiently

Resource Utilization

Asynchronous programming 
with Zabbix async python 

library allows applications to 
make better use of available 

resources.

Concurrency and Parallelism

Zabbix async python library 
facilitates both concurrency and 

parallelism, enabling developers to 
design applications that fully utilize 

multi-core processors
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What is 

The Zabbix API is an HTTP-based API(Application 
Programming Interface), and it is shipped as a 
part of the web frontend.



What is 

The Zabbix API allows you to programmatically 
retrieve and modify configuration of Zabbix and 
provides access to historical data. 



To make request to API send HTTP POST requests 
to the api_jsonrpc.php

curl --request POST \
--url 'https://example.com/zabbix/api_jsonrpc.php' \
--header 'Content-Type: application/json-rpc' \
--data '{"jsonrpc":"2.0","method":"apiinfo.version","params":{},"id":1}'

{
"jsonrpc": "2.0",
"result": "6.4.0",
"id": 1
}



configuration.import

drule.create

graph.get

history.get

host.update
hostprototype.delete

problem.get

service.create



External integrations

If the default Zabbix webhook 
functionality is insufficient or if your 
service employs a custom protocol, 

you can utilize zabbix_utils to 
develop a middleware daemon.
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Custom monitoring solutions

Leveraging the Zabbix python library 
in scripts can significantly broaden 

Zabbix monitoring capabilities, 
offering nearly limitless possibilities 
for customization and integration.
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Zabbix statistic gathering
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capability to collect various Zabbix 
statistics data such as new values 
per second (NVPS), the number of 
hosts, the quantity of templates, 

and other relevant metrics.
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Library statistics
Total downloads

6904

Last month

2346

Last week

788

Last day

37



Library statistics

Published

5 months ago

Releases since published

6

Project Forks

3
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https://github.com/zabbix/python-zabbix-utils
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https://pypi.org/project/zabbix-utils/



How to start using zabbix_utils?

https://blog.zabbix.com/python-zabbix-utils/27056/
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